TU 1: Which of the following English words is NOT derived from the Latin verb *quaerō*: acquire, unrequited, requisition, inquire?

B1: What derivative of *quaerō* took place in Spain in the 1600s as a means of expelling persons who were not Catholic?

B2: What derivative of *quaerō* is a class you have to take before you can take another class in that same topic?

TU 2: Who was the first general in Roman history to have crossed both the English Channel and the Rhine?

JULIUS CAESAR

B1: In what year did he first cross the English Channel?

56 BC

B2: In what year did he first bridge the Rhine?

55 BC

TU 3: Complete the following analogy: *laudō*: *laudārī* :: *mittō* : _____.

MITTĪ

B1: Change *mittī* to the perfect tense.

MISSUS (-A, -UM) ESSE

B2: Change *missus esse* to the active.

MĪSISSE

TU 4: Athena cast the deciding vote for acquittal in the murder trial of what young man from Mycenae?

ORESTES

B1: Who nevertheless continued to pursue Orestes, having already caused him to go mad?

FURIES/ERINYES

B2: What first cousin of Orestes was a regular companion on his travels?

PYLADES

TU 5: What Roman empress was rumored to have poisoned her husband in 54 AD?

AGRIPPINA THE YOUNGER

B1: What Roman empress conspired to murder her husband in 96 AD?

DOMITIA

B2: What Roman empress was deified by Hadrian upon her death in 123 AD?

PLOTINA

TU 6: Who, every nine years, made King Aegeus of Athens send him seven boys and seven girls?

(KING) MINOS (OF CRETE)

B1: Who were Minos's brothers?

RHADAMANTHYS AND SARPEDON

B2: From what source was it said that Minos received the laws which he established in Crete?

ZEUS

TU 7: Who was the co-consul of Marius when Marius died suddenly in 86 BC?

(L. CORNELIUS) CINNA

B1: Whom did Cinna appoint as Marius’ replacement as consul?

(L. VALERIUS) FLACCUS

B2: Who served with Cinna as consul in 85 and 84 BC?

(CN. PAPIRIUS) CARBO
TU 8: Translate this sentence idiomatically into English: *dux militibus imperāvit ut castra movērent.*

**THE LEADER ORDERED THE SOLDIERS TO BREAK CAMP**

**B1:** What use of the subjunctive is in that sentence? **INDIRECT COMMAND / SUBSTANTIVE CLAUSE OF PURPOSE**

**B2:** Translate this sentence into Latin: The soldiers persuaded the leader to stay.

*MĪLITĒS DŪCĪ PERSUĀSĒRUNT UT (RE)MANĒRENT*

TU 9: What derivative of the Latin word for “country” means “lacking refinement; living in the country”? **RUSTIC**

**B1:** What derivative of the Latin word for “to think” means “generally considered; supposed”? **PUTATIVE**

**B2:** What derivative of the Latin word for “to rule” means “uprightness of character”? **RECTITUDE**

TU 10: Many in mythology were said to have "burned" out of love for another. Who, however, burned her lover with hot oil from a lamp with which she was attempting to find out his hidden identity? **PSYCHE**

**B1:** Who was her lover? **CUPID**

**B2:** How did Psyche's sisters react when they found out that Cupid had abandoned Psyche for this act of betrayal?

THEY JUMPED OFF THE CLIFF, HOPING TO BE CUPID’S NEXT WIFE (AND ALL DIED)

TU 11: Listen to the following Latin passage, which I will read twice. Then answer in Latin the question that follows:

*omnēs in tabernā aderant bibentēs ubi nūntius pervēnit. nūntius inquit "rēx mē vōbīs hoc nūntiāre iussit. crās nōn licēbit cīvibus in viūs post mediam noctem vāgāri. omnibus domī manendum est. prīmā lūce licēbit omnibus domō excēdere.* (repeat)

The question: *quid omnēs faciēbant ubi nūntius pervēnit?*

**B1:** *quid necesse est cīvibus facere?* **DOMĪ MANĒRE**

**B2:** *quandō cīvibus licēbit domō excēdere?* **PRIMĀ LŪCE**

TU 12: What goddess taught Triptolemus the skill with which he then flew around in a dragon-drawn, winged chariot, teaching the peoples of the earth how to grow grain? **DEMETER**

**B1:** What city in Greece was the home of Triptolemus and the site of the greatest shrine to Demeter? **ELEUSIS**

**B2:** What gift was Demeter gradually attempting to give to Metaneira's son Demophon until she caught Demeter in the act, causing Demeter to stop? **IMMORTALITY / AGELESSNESS**

TU 13: Distinguish the meanings of the verbs *cadō* and *caedō.* **CADŌ = FALL; CAEDŌ = KILL, CUT**

**B1:** Distinguish between *vītō* and *vetō.* **VĪTŌ = AVOID, ESCAPE; VĒTŌ = FORBID**

**B2:** Distinguish between *tōtus* and *tōrus.* **TŌTUS = ENTIRE, WHOLE; TŌRUS = COUCH**
TU 14: If the instructions on the medication you received from the doctor today has the abbreviation o.d., on what part of your body should you apply this medication? RIGHT EY
B1: When should you take a medication that is labeled h.s.? BEDTIME
B2: How much medication should you take if the label has the abbreviation q.s.? AS MUCH AS NEEDED

TU 15: According to its Latin derivation, what shape does an 'ursiform' cloud have? BEAR
B1: What shape would a 'cruciform' cloud have? CROSS
B2: What, then, should you call a fish-shaped cloud? PISCIFORM

TU 16: Give the ablative singular of the Latin phrase omne animal. OMNĬ ANIMĂLĬ
B1: Give the nominative plural of omne animal. OMNIA ANIMĂLIA
B2: Give the genitive plural of omne animal. OMNIUM ANIMĂLĬUM

TU 17: Of what metal was a Roman man's seal or signet ring originally made? IRON
B1: What type of precious gem set into rings and other type of jewelry was the all-time favorite among Romans? PEARL
B2: What was the locket that children wore to protect them from evil? BULLA

TU 18: Say in Latin: The master says that the gladiators will fight today. DOMINUS / MAGISTER DĬCIT GLADIĬTŎRĔS HODĬȳ PUGNĀTŬRŎS ESSE
B1: ...: The master said that the gladiators had fought bravely. DOMINUS / MAGISTER DĬXIT GLADIĬTŎRĔS FORTITER PUGNĀVISSE
B2: ...: The master said that the gladiators would be freed by the emperor. DOMINUS DĬXIT GLADIĬTŎRĔS AB IMPERĬTŎRE / PRĬNCIPE LĬBERĀTŬM ĪRĪ

TU 19: According to Ovid, whom did Perseus turn into a mountain with the head of Medusa? ATLAS
B1: Who had been Medusa's lover prior to her transformation into a Gorgon? NEPTUNE
B2: According to Ovid, into what were flowers under the sea transformed by Medusa's gaze? CORALS

TU 20: What Spartan mercenary led the Carthaginians to a victory over the Romans in 255 BC? XANTHIPPUS
B1: What Roman was captured by Xanthippus and the Carthaginians? REGULUS
B2: Where did this battle take place? BAGRADAS VALLEY